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MV COMMERCIAL CUSTOMISES AND DELIVERS SPECIALIST TRUCKS FOR 

JAM DRILLING  

 

Specialist contractor JAM Drilling has extended its fleet with four new 18-tonne MAN 

TGM 4x4 rigids with specialist dropside bodies.  

 

The new trucks supplied by MV Commercial and equipped with a Palfinger PK19001 

crane, will be used across the company’s telecom contract, replacing defective and 

faulty telegraph poles in Scotland.   

 

John MacNiven, Managing Director, JAM Drilling, says: “We have purchased a 

number of vehicles previously from MV Commercial, so we knew we wanted them as 

our supplier for these latest builds.  

 

“Our spec is always very particular due to the work we do and the fact that we need 

to be able to carry the telegraph poles across the country so we need a supplier that 

can provide high-quality, robust builds.” 

 

All elements of the truck build and customisation were carried out at the MV 

Commercial Airdrie facility, including a specialist chassis ordered specifically for this 

deal. The build team also added a ladder rack height alteration and teeth on the 

crossbars for added pole grip.  

 

The trucks also feature a host of carefully specified safety equipment including 

audible reverse warning for FORS- Bronze compliance and cyclist warning board 

and light on the near side, maximising protection when on the road or carrying out 

maintenance. 

 

MacNiven adds: “An added bonus of dealing with MV Commercial is the aftersales 

support which is second to none.”  



While out on the road, JAM Drilling can utilise MV Commercial’s nationwide support 

network, with more than 20 approved service locations across the UK and Ireland.  

 

Established in 2007, JAM Drilling is part of The CJT Group, a main contractor within 

the Telecoms industry throughout the UK and Europe.  

 

ends 

 
Note to editors: 
 
MV Commercial provides sales and leasing for commercial vehicles, as well as specialising in areas 
such as crane truck design and engineering, livery and painting. Founded in 2001, the company 
currently employs more than 150 staff at seven sites across the UK, carrying a stock of more than 
1,500 LCV and HGV vehicles. 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Mike Keeler or Lois Spall at Garnett Keeler PR  
Tel: 020 8647 4467 

Email: mike.keeler@garnettkeeler.com or lois.spall@garnettkeeler.com  
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